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Creating a sense of
Community and pride
At Native Education College (NEC), a wide range
of activities facilitated by the school’s student
services is helping to not only eliminate the
multitude of barriers that confront Indigenous
learners but also to create a sense of community and pride that can be transformational, says
one expert.
“We help students discover their identity,”
says Tammy Harkey, dean of student services at
NEC. “A high percentage of students are disconnected from the culture so they are looking to
reconnect and we offer a broad scope of ways
to do that.”
Among NEC’s student services are resources
and a host of activities that range from cultural
traditions such as button blanket making and
smudging ceremony to peer mentorship and
student council.
“No matter the activity, the demand for Elder
time is incredible,” says Harkey. “Just to have
Elders present for storytelling or facilitating lessons of roles and responsibilities of Indigenous
people makes a huge impact on our students.”
Another popular student service, says Har-

key, is the Wellness Warriors — NEC’s sports
programs and activities. Students can participate in numerous wellness events throughout
the year, including Vancouver’s Annual Sun
Run and the Dragon Boat Festival, as well as
activities such as yoga, soccer, swimming and
basketball.
It is the latter that will be in the spotlight
when NEC teams up with Simon Fraser University (SFU) to host the Native Basketball Tournament — with 32 teams from across Canada
competing in various brackets such as co-ed
and the master’s division — on the weekend of
May 20 at SFU’s Burnaby Campus.
“The tournament is important for many
reasons but it is especially about the youth and
identifying and building bridges for youth who
are great athletes but may not see themselves
as academic beings,” says Harkey. “That’s why
at the tournament we’ll offer a free youth
basketball clinic.
“It is about honouring what they are already
doing and providing spaces for them to connect
with healthy environments, mentors and role
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models. It is about belonging.”
The free-to-attend tournament will also
include cultural exhibitions while bringing

together Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal players,
Elders, performers, vendors, volunteers and
community members.

APPLY TO NEC
FOR CERTIFICATE
& DIPLOMA
PROGRAMS
SUMMER PROGRAMS
• Palliative Care, June 12-16
• Mental Health, June 26-30
• Acute Care, July 17-August 31

WHY
CHOOSE
NEC?
• Elder Support
• Cultural Activities
• Peer Mentoring
• Small Class Sizes

FALL PROGRAMS
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal Adult Basic Education
Aboriginal Early Childhood Educator
Aboriginal Justice Studies
Aboriginal Tourism Operations

REGISTER TODAY!

604.873.3772 ext. 328
admissions@necvancouver.org
www.necvancouver.org
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•
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Aboriginal Youth Care
Family and Community Counselling
Health Care Assistant
Northwest Coast Jewellery Arts
Ofﬁce Administration
Pathways to Health Careers

